S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T

Commercial | Appeals & Grievances

Increase Efficiency and
Ensure Compliance

PROCESS CONTROL
AND OVERSIGHT

USING DATA FOR INSIGHT

Healthcare payer organizations face many challenges and
staying compliant is a top priority. When it comes to appeals and
grievance the process is complex, and many payers fall short in
adhering to requirements. Kiriworks Commercial A&G is ready to
manage all of your cases from beginning to end. With automated
workflows that increase user and process efficiency we eliminate
many of the challenges payers face when it comes to timeliness,
compliance and process insight.
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Process Control and Oversight
Healthcare payers manage multiple plans which at times can be complex and time consuming. Kiriworks
Commercial A&G offers a plan matrix that gives the payer the ability to configure activities based on a specific
plan’s needs. Within the plan matrix, business users can change and review rules per plan, SLAs, mandatory/
voluntary, etc. Because of the single source of truth, users always know they are working with current and
correct information and can easily see and report on all case and case data, along with performance metrics
associated to the individual plan.

The Plan Matrix allows for the modification of rules &
individual plan activities.

Using Data for Insight
Process insight isn’t always an easy task. Data can be in multiple locations making the analysis for business
decisions quite difficult. Kiriworks Commercial A&G provides reporting dashboards that enable businesses
to make decisions based on real data contained within a single solution. Managers can report on cases by
plan, date or priority. Alerts can be set with cases approaching their due date and action can be quickly taken.
Kiriworks Commercial A&G empowers users to make informed decisions necessary to improve the overall
quality of their process and overall business.

The Reporting Dashboard allows users to quickly
access & digest data to make better informed
business decisions.

Create Correspondence
Automatically
Within appeals and grievances timely
correspondence is crucial when
communicating with members and
provider. Not only is the timeliness
of the correspondence essential, but
the content within the letters is too.
Kiriworks Commercial A&G manages
the generation of this communication
by creating a central library of templates
and leveraging data that already exists
within the business environment.
Correspondence is created automatically
based on different events within the
process and sent out to members and
providers. The library of templates
ensures data integrity and eliminates
process inefficiencies.

Overall Impact
Kiriworks Commercial A&G manages every aspect of the appeals and grievances process. Having a plan matrix
gives healthcare payers the flexibility of managing their whole process in a single solution. Compliance is no
longer a challenge and the focus can be on increased efficiencies for your business.
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